MLA: Anthologies and Encyclopedias

Practice writing MLA citations correctly by filling out the worksheet below using books of your choice. Fill in the blanks. Then, on the lines below each entry, write the citation.

To Cite a Work (such as a chapter in a book) in an Anthology

___________________________________, ________________________________________ .
Author, last name first name

______________________________________ . _____________________________________ .
Title of Work in Quotation Marks Title in italics

___________________________: __________________, ___________ . ___________. Print.
Place of publication (city Publisher Year Page #s

Write the Citation:

___________________________________
___________________________________

To Cite a Print Encyclopedia

___________________________________, _________________________________________
Author of Article (if given), last name first name

________________________ . __________________________ . ______________ . _________
Title in Quotation Marks Title of Encyclopedia in italics Edition Volume

___________________________: __________________, ___________ . ___________. Print.
Place of publication (city Publisher Year Page #s

Write the Citation:

___________________________________
___________________________________